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By counting arguments we show that certain partitions of the points of finitle projective and 
aftine planes are not possible. 
In [1], Harary first considered ramsey-type results fo~" finite geometric onfig- 
urations. He showed, among other things, that if PG(2, 2) is two-colored, i.e., if its 
points are partitioned into two classes, then at least one line is monochromatic 
(contained entirely in one class). Efforts to extend this to larger planes fail, 
however, as it is easy to exhibit two-colorings of PG(2, 3) for which no line is 
monochromatic. 
It is possible, however, to generalize this result in the following manner: 
Theorem L In any n-coloring of PG(2, n), at least one line contains points of at 
most n-1 colors. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that PG(2, n) can be n-colored so that each color 
appears on every line. On each line there is ext~ct!y ~nc color which ap~:,cars twice. 
Select any line L and consider the residual "~ffine plane which remains on its 
removal. The residual plane contains n 2 points and can be regarded as n + 1 sets 
of n rarallels, each such set corresponding to the pencil of lines through one of 
the points of L. The n 2 points in the residual plane are partitioned into n color 
classes. Now suppose one color class, say red, contains as many as n + l points. 
Then each set of n parallels in the residual plane must contain ~ line with two (or 
more) red points. As one of these sets of parallels must be the pencil of lines 
through a red point on L, that yields a line with three red points in the original 
plane, a contradiction. Consequently the n 2 points of the residual plane are 
partitioned into n color classes of n points each, and the n2+ n+ 1 points of the 
original plane are partitioned into n - !  classes of n + 1 points and one class of 
n + 2 points. 
Suppose again that it is the red class which contains n + 2 points. There are then 
(n~-2) =~(n2+3n+2)  lines with two red points. As this is fewer than n2+ n -~- 1, we 
may select a line L'  containing only one red point. Then the residual affine plane 
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left uporl the removal of L '  contains n + 1 red points and by repeating the 
argument above we establish a contradiction. []  
7or the finite affine planes we can establish a similar result; that is, if the 
number of color~ is as many as one fewer than the number of points on a line, 
then nol every coloi;' may appear on every line. Specifically we may state 
Theore~ ~,,, In any (n - |)-coloring of EG(2, n), at least one line contains points of 
at most ta ~ 2 colors. 
Proof. S~appose to the contrary that every color is represented on every line. 
Then each line must hzve exactly two points of one color and one point of each of 
the remaiaing colors. In particular, therefore, the points of any color class must lie 
in general position, i.e., each pair must determine a distinct line. Since each line 
may be tteterrnined by a like colored pair of points in precisely one way, we may 
count the total number of line,,; as 
i : i  
wherc c~ is the number of points of colo~ i, so c~ +c2+" • • +c,,_~ = n ~-. Clearly (*) 
will t;.z nairfinfized when the c~ are as nearl: equal as possible, that is, c~ = n +2 
and c2~-c..~ . . . . .  c , , _ l=n+l .  But this yields a value for ( * ) .~f  ~(n+l )  
(n" - t t+2)  which i.", strictly greater than n:+n for all values of ~z>2. T~,/,.~ 
contradiclic~n establishes our desired result. [ ]  
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